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Abstract
Methods for action recognition have evolved considerably over the past years and can now automatically learn
and recognize short term actions with satisfactory accuracy.
Nonetheless, the recognition of complex activities - compositions of actions and scene objects - is still an open problem due to the complex temporal and composite structure
of this category of events. Existing methods focus either on
simple activities or oversimplify the modeling of complex
activities by targeting only whole-part relations between its
sub-parts (e.g., actions). In this paper, we propose a semisupervised approach that learns complex activities from the
temporal patterns of concept compositions (e.g., “slicingtomato” before “pouring into-pan”). We demonstrate that
our method outperforms prior work in the task of automatic
modeling and recognition of complex activities learned out
of the interaction of 218 distinct concepts.

1. Introduction and Motivation
The task of automatic recognition of human activities has
been studied for several decades [1][13][16][28], but it remains an open-problem due to the complexity of this category of events (e.g., high-intra class variance complemented
by low inter-class variance). A complex activity may be
seen as a composition of two or more sub-parts, where a
sub-part could be atomic (e.g., actions and objects, namely
a concept), or other activities. Moreover, an activity may
be characterized by specific time arrangements between its
sub-parts. For instance, during the activity of “serving a
coffee”, after the action of “pouring coffee into a cup”, one
may “put sugar into the cup” before or after “pouring the
coffee”, or even not put sugar at all. These three variations
of “serving a coffee” are valid instances of the same activity.
To successfully recognize a complex activity (e.g., serve
and drink coffee), it is then necessary to model the temporal and composite relations between activities and their
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sub-parts (e.g., “taking cup”, “pouring coffee”, “drinking
coffee”), and when applicable, the semantic relations that
permit to one or more of those sub-parts to be absent (e.g.,
“pouring sugar”, “pouring milk”) when others are compulsory (e.g., “taking cup”, “pouring coffee”).
Two main problems generally come up in computer vision approaches when modeling activities from relations
among concepts. Firstly, the uncertainty due to unreliable
observations from visual concept detectors, and secondly,
the fact that the complexity of activity models tend to exponentially increases with the number of concepts and the
order of their relations. For instance, consider a scenario
where activities are composed of at most 10 concepts. The
number of possible composite relations (pairwise combinations) between these concepts is 45 (C210 ), a rather low
value. However, the number of possible time arrangements
(permutations - P) between these 45 composite relations is
C 10
aproximately 2000 (P2 2 ). Now, consider a more realistic
number of concepts, e.g., 218 (Cooking Composite data set
[17]). The number of possible temporal relations between
218 concepts is approximately 559,440,756, a set of relations too large to be fully represented.
This paper proposes a semi-supervised, probabilistic
framework to automatically learn complex activities from
visual concept relations (Fig.3). We differ from previous
methods [4][19][20][21][24][29] firstly by our deeper hierarchical representation of an activity (concepts, composite concepts, temporal composite concepts, and activities).
Secondly, by the iterative, unsupervised framework we propose to find the temporal and composite relations between
the concepts of targeted activities. The unsupervised learning of activity representations is complemented by a probabilistic model of characteristic frequencies of these relations.
The combination of these features make the propose approach uniquely capable of handling errors from underlying algorithms for concept recognition, like missed and/or
overdetected concepts, scalable for large data sets (highnumber of concepts and activities), and capable of describIEEE AVSS 2016, August 2016, Colorado Springs, CO, USA

ing an activity without human intervention.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section
2 presents the related work, section 3 introduces the proposed framework, section 4 describes the experimental procedures, and sections 5 and 6 present discussion and results
and conclusions, respectively.

In essence, structure-based approaches provide an optimal formalism to express the hierarchical and temporal dependencies between concepts and activities. On the other
hand, they depend on the use of human knowledge to manually craft the rules among concepts (e.g., relations, activity
structure) that characterize each activity. By depending on
human labor, these approaches become impractical as the
number of activities and involved concepts increases. Moreover, since these methods are generally deterministic, their
performance deteriorates in the presence of noisy observations.
In this paper, we propose a method that sits in between
feature- and structure-based categories. We focus on the efficient, automatic discovery of concept relations for activity
recognition. The proposed approach goes beyond previous
methods by exploring short- to long-term temporal relations
between the sub-parts of a complex activity. It resembles
previous work of [4][19][20][21][24][29]. We differ from
prior work in the following aspects: methods in [20] and
[21] do not handle the uncertainty from automatically detected concepts, while the proposed method does. Models
in [20][4][24][29] only target short-term relations between
pairs of concepts. We model all possible temporal relations
between pairs of concepts of any two time intervals of a
video recording. Finally, we evaluate our method in the
Cooking Composite data set [17], which contains 55 complex activities, composed of relations between 218 different
concepts. Related approaches have evaluated their methods
in much simpler and more constrained settings than ours
(e.g., 10 activities sub-divided into 10 sub-activities which
define relations among 12 objects [21]).

2. Related Work
Methods for complex activity recognition may be categorized into two groups: feature-based and structure-based
methods. Feature-based methods are inspired on action
recognition approaches, like [26][10], and focus on learning
activity models directly from low-level data. To overcome
the lack of semantics of this level of data, novel studies have
separated activity modeling from raw pixel data by adopting
an intermediate layer of atomic sub-parts, namely concepts
[11][31][5][3][27][17][8][12]. Rohrbach et al [17] have decomposed each activity video into a set of temporal intervals, and then performed concept recognition per interval.
To improve concept recognition they have reinforced concept scores of a temporal interval by considering patterns of
concept co-occurrence learned either from training data or
from text analysis of dish recipes. Activity recognition was
performed using a nearest neighbor (NN) classifier with reinforced concept scores as input. In an alternative approach,
Assari et al.[3] have converted the problem of relation discovery to a Generalized Maximum Clique Problem. Basically, they have searched over the time intervals of different
videos for the set of concepts and relations that these video
samples holistically agree on for each activity.
But, even though feature-based methods can easily scale
for a large number of activity categories, most methods ignore temporal relations among concepts and formalize activities as patterns of absence / presence of concepts (e.g.,
actions, objects). By ignoring such relations these approaches lose relevant information to discriminate among
activity categories that share the same concept set, but display different temporal relations.
Alternatively, structure-based methods for activity
recognition have focused on exploiting the hierarchical, composite nature of complex activities.
Examples of such methods are probabilistic graphical models
(PGM, e.g., Hidden Markov Model, Dynamic Bayesian
Networks)[30] and natural language processing techniques
(NLP, e.g., context free grammars and n-gram models)
[7][24][9][25][15][18][6][23][22]. Siddharth et al. [18]
have used regular expressions to model activity dependencies out of the possible roles that different concept categories may assume. Likewise, Vo et al. [25] have described
the joint use of a stochastic CFG and a Bayesian network to
represent the hierarchical structure of activities. They have
shown that by operating on video time intervals, they could
optimize activity recognition to perform exact inference.

3. Proposed method
The goal of the proposed approach is to automatically
describe a video recording V given the temporal composite
concepts observed during its time span. To accomplish this
task we structure an activity model into four levels:
• Concept refers to a category of atomic observations of
the scene, i.e., a spoon, a person, the stirring action. It
is equivalent to an attribute in [17], and an action in
[3][9].
• Composite concept, or composites for short, corresponds to a pairwise relation between concepts within
the same time interval.
• Temporal composite (concept) corresponds to a temporal relation between two composite concepts.
• Activity is a composition of temporal composite concepts.
We then refer to an instance as a particular observation
(an example) of a concept, composite or temporal compos2

• t: video time interval,

ite. Concept and composite instances are related to a time
interval (t), while a temporal composite is related to two
time intervals (ta , tb ).
To handle a large set of concepts and their possible relations, we decompose the representation of a video into
the following steps (see Fig.3): 1) video temporal segmentation, 2) concept recognition, 3) composite concepts
and 4) temporal composite generation. Activity recognition
step consists of finding the activity model, a priori learned,
which most resembles the video representation of the analyzed video. This paper contribution focuses on the last
two steps of this pipeline, which define our framework for
the unsupervised learning of activity model based on concept relations, and a probabilistic method to perform activity recognition over these models.
Next subsections describe the pipeline of the proposed
method: concept recognition (subsection 3.1), unsupervised
video representation (subsection 3.2), and activity recognition (subsection 3.4). Activity model learning (subsection
3.3) takes place during a training phase over the unsupervised video representations of the training instances of each
targeted activity.

• δn : function that return concept instance φn given its
observation by concept classifier ψn ,
• ψn (t): classifier that recognizes concept n applied to
time interval t.
The notation Φ1 (T ) defines the set which contains every
concept set in video V , i.e., Φ1 (T ) = {Φ1 (1), ..., Φ1 (|T |)}.

3.2. Unsupervised video representation
This step is responsible for constructing the unsupervised representation of an activity video V given the concepts observed in the |T | time intervals of V . The output
of this step is called activity video (or instance) representation. Its computation is sub-divided into two steps (Fig. 3,
steps 3-4): generation of composite concepts and temporal
composite concepts.
In essence, it starts by searching for composite concepts
at each time interval, and only when this step is completed
it moves to the analysis of the temporal relations between
composite concepts. This iterative search makes activity inference more efficient, since it only considers concept patterns that are observed in the analyzed video.

3.1. Concept recognition
Given an activity video V split into |T | time intervals
(e.g., a time interval is a video clip with homogeneous properties), concept recognition takes place at each time interval t and over the histogram of visual code words extracted
from the corresponding time interval. Concept recognition
is performed by a set of classifiers Ψ = {ψ1 , .., ψN }, one
per concept category, that are trained a priori following
a supervised learning scheme [17]. We employ a supervised learning scheme for concept recognition to reduce the
amount of noise brought by this challenging task. The outcome of this step is a concept set Φ1 (t), which contains a
concept instance (φ1,n ) for each classifier active in the analyzed time interval (Eq.1). As a consequence, the number
of concepts in a Φ1 (t) set varies between time intervals.

Φ1 (t) =

N
[

3.2.1

Composite concepts are pairwise associations (cooccurrences) of concepts within a given time interval.
They may be seen as a special case of n-grams, in which
concept (word) ordering is irrelevant during the analyzed
time interval. To discover the composite concepts of a time
interval (t), we compute the pairwise combinations of the
L concept instances in its concept set, Φ1 (t) (Eq.2).
|Φ1 (t)|

Φ2 (t) = C2

δn (t) =

= {φ2,l=0 , ..., φ2,l=L } (2)

00

Φ2 (t = 3) = {“peel − apple , ..., “hand − knif e00 }
where,

δn (t)

(1)

• Φ2 (t): set of composite concepts of time interval t,

n=1

(

Composite concepts

φ1,n , ψn (t) = 1,
∅,
otherwise.

• φ2,l (t): composite concept element l from time interval t,
• t: t-th time interval of the analyzed video.

where:
• φ1,n : concept instance from classifier n. Sub-index 1
denotes that this set element contains a single concept.

3.2.2

Temporal composites

Temporal composites are discovered by analyzing the relations between the composite concept sets (time intervals) of
an activity video. To obtain the temporal composite concepts between two time intervals ∈ T (e.g., t1 and t2 ),

• N : number of concept classifiers,
• Φ1 (t): set of concept instances observed at time interval t,
3

• Γj2 : set of temporal composite concepts of order 2 from
video sample j,

we compute the Cartesian product between their composite concept sets (Eq. 3).
To represent an activity video we compute the temporal composite concepts between all pairs of time intervals
in T of V , with no attention to the fact these intervals are
consecutive or not (Eq. 4). For instance, given three time
intervals, we generate temporal relations between elements
of both consecutive (Φ2 (1), Φ2 (1); Φ2 (2), Φ2 (3)) and nonconsecutive composite sets (Φ2 (1), Φ2 (3), see Fig.3). By
making temporal composites invariant to the distance between their time intervals, the resulting activity model is
more resilient to variations in the order that activity’s subparts are carried-out.
Γ2 (t1 , t2 ) = Φ2 (t1 ) × Φ2 (t2 ) =

i
• Γω
2 : set of characteristic temporal composite concepts
of activity ωi at order 2,

• ωi : activity model i,
• J(i): J training samples of activity i,
• Ω: set of activity models.
Once the proposed method has identified the concepts
and relations that characterize each activity of interest, it
learns the expected frequency of these relations. For each
ωi
i
∈ Γω
temporal composite pattern γ2,m
2 , we learn the Normal distribution, N (µ, σ), that describes the frequency of
ωi
γ2,m
over the J training instances of activity i. As an outcome of this step, we obtain a probabilistic model about
the temporal and composite relations among concepts of the
targeted activity.

(3)

{ (φ2,l , φ2,m ) | φl ∈ Φ2 (t1 ) and φm ∈ Φ2 (t2 ) }

Γ2 (T ) =

[

Γ2 (t1 , t2 )

(4)

3.4. Probabilistic Activity Recognition

t1 ,t2 ∈ T

Given a set of activity models Ω (Eq.6) and a video representation (ω ∗ ) constructed for a test video, activity recognition step consisting of computing the likelihood (Eq. 7)
that ω ∗ belongs to one of the models in Ω.

where,
• Γ2 (t1 , t2 ): temporal composite concepts obtained
from time intervals t1 and t2 ,
• Γ2 : set of all temporal composite concepts observed
between the time intervals of a video.

m=|Γi2 |

P (ω∗ |ωi ) =

Compared to Allen’s interval algebra [2], the proposed
method summarizes temporal relations among time intervals into “AND” and “BEFORE” relations. AND relation is
modeled by composite concepts and catches temporal overlaps between concepts. BEFORE relation is modeled at
the level of temporal composite concepts and it focuses on
non-overlapping concepts. In the proposed representation
other temporal relations (e.g., OVERLAP, DURING, FINISH) are implicitly broken down and modeled in the context
of “AND” and “BEFORE” relations.

(5)

Ω = {ω1 , .., ωi , .., ω|Ω| }

(6)

∗
i
P (γm
|γm
)

2
∗

i )
, T ) − µγm
( θ(γm
∗
i
P (γm
|γm
) = exp −
σγ2i

(7)

(8)

m

where,
∗
• θ: function that gives the frequency of γm
in the T
time intervals of the analyzed video recording,
∗
• γm
: temporal composite concept m of test video,
i , σγ i : expected mean and standard deviation of
• µγm
m
i
the frequency of γm
for activity i,

J(i)

Γj2

X

The probability of each temporal composite concept is
computed using Eq.8.

To learn the model of a given activity (e.g., ωi ) the proposed method analyzes the concept relations shared among
the learned representations of the J training instances of this
activity (Eq.5).
\

=

m=1

3.3. Activity model learning

i
ωi = Γω
2 =

P (Γ∗2 |Γi2 )

We assign to video V the label of the model ωi that satisfies Eq. 9.

j=1

V = argmax
P (Γ∗2 |Γi2 )
i
Γ2

where,
4

(9)

4. Experiments

5. Results and Discussion

We evaluate the proposed approach on MPII Cooking
Composite data set [17], a public data set that contains
recordings of people cooking in a kitchen environment. The
data set consists of 30 subjects performing 55 composite
cooking activities (e.g., how to prepare orange juice, a hot
dog or coffee). This data set was chosen due to the large
number of activities it contains, which are composed of an
even larger number of distinct, low-level concepts (218).
Subjects were free to perform the target cooking activity
as they deem suitable, a factor which increases the difficulty for activity recognition. Each person is recorded by a
color camera with a resolution of 1624×1224 pixels, on a
frame-rate of 29.4 frames per second. The data set contains
256 videos in total and the duration of each video varies
from 1 to 41 minutes. All videos are manually annotated
for both cooking concepts and activities. To evaluate the
performance of the proposed method we have followed the
same train and test splits proposed by the data set authors.
All reported results refer to test set recordings.
The data set divides each activity example into T time
intervals. The size of T varies according to the number of
steps (e.g.. actions) a given subject has performed to accomplish the targeted activity. We follow the time intervals
and the method proposed by [17] for concept recognition.
For instance, we analyze every time interval of a video sample for the presence of 218 concepts (e.g.. “pour”, “put in”,
“egg”, etc), using one SVM classifier per concept category
in an one versus all scheme.
To obtain the concept observations of each time segment,
we have proceeded as follows: first, we have ranked the
218 concepts by their classifiers’ scores in the analyzed time
interval, from the highest to the lowest. Then, one at a time
we have tested the score of each classifier as a threshold for
the 218 classifiers. Once we have determined the threshold
with highest average f1 -score, we have used it to generate
the concept instance set (Φ1 (t)) of the time interval. The
size of concept sets was limited to up the 10 most confident
classifiers, as a measure to handle model complexity.
We have evaluated the proposed method with three experiments. First experiment verifies the contribution that
pairwise temporal composites bring over a model using
only composite concepts, either unary or pairwise relations.
Second experiment compares the proposed method to prior
work evaluated on MPII Cooking Composite data set. Finally, third experiment evaluates differences in performance
between activity models using data-driven concepts (visual
concept recognition) and concepts annotated by humans.
Performance is measured using weighted mean-average
Precision (mAP) and f1 -score. Weighted scheme weights
the performance of the evaluated method in each of the target classes by the class support in the test set [14].

The first experiment has evaluated the advantage of using temporal composite concepts (Γ2 ) over using composite concepts (unary, Φ1 ; pairwise,Φ2 ). Results have shown
that the use of pairwise temporal relations considerably improves activity recognition (59% mAP, see Table 1). It has
also demonstrated that models using unary and pairwise
composite relations contain relevant information for activity
recognition. However, alone they are insufficient to achieve
a competitive activity recognition rate.
Table 1. Cooking Composite Activity classification

Method
Φ1 model
Φ2 model
Γ2 model

Precision (%)
15.74 ± 4.46
18.38 ± 5.41
59.42 ± 12.26

f1 -score
15.91 ± 5.20
16.98 ± 4.80
56.70 ± 10.00

The second experiments has compared the performance
of the proposed method to prior work in MPII Cooking
Composite data set (Fig.2). By exploiting temporal and
composite relations between concepts, the proposed method
has outperformed all baselines methods, even when they
are using external sources of information (baseline a). We
have observed that NN classifiers purely based on patterns
of presence/absence of concepts (baseline b) have achieved
a higher performance than both models using composite relations. This is most probably due to the fact NN classifiers
implicitly learn the patterns of absence among the 218 concepts for each activity, an aspect that the proposed method
does not exploit.
Finally, the third experiment has compared differences
in performance between the proposed approach using annotated (GT) and automatically recognized concepts (data,
Fig. 1). We have observed that the curves drawn by the
precision and f1 -score values of activity recognition from
ground-truth annotations have followed each other very
closely. The same may be seen between the curves from
automatically recognized concepts. This closeness between
precision/f1 -score curves assures that the system recall is
not sacrificed in detriment of achieving a higher precision.
Nevertheless, we have observed a significant disparity in
performance between models using data-driven and annotated concepts (approximately 20%). This gap points out
that visual concept classifiers are still far from a satisfactory performance and, in the current state, they are one of
the main limitations of the performance of the proposed
method. Once these methods get more mature the proposed
approach will naturally achieve its optimal performance.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a semi-supervised
framework to learn complex activity models from tem5

poral and composite relations between concepts. We
have demonstrated the proposed method surpasses baseline
methods by modeling both short- and long-term relations
among concepts. Its semi-supervised nature permits it to
scale for large data sets, a setting in which structure-based
approaches currently cannot. Finally, its iterative inference
renders activity recognition tractable in the presence of a
large quantity of concepts, a requirement that most existing
methods cannot fulfill at the moment.
Further work will investigate methods to automatically
segment a video recording into meaningful time intervals,
more robust methods for concept recognition, and the relevance of higher order relations between concepts for activity understanding and recognition.
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Figure 1. Complex activity recognition with annotated (blue and
red lines) and automatically detected concepts (yellow and green
lines) according to precision and f1 -score indexes.

Figure 2. Performance benchmarking of our approach against data
set baselines: a) Nearest Neighbor classifier (NN) on concepts,
script data, and tf*idf-WN, and b) NN only on concepts.
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Figure 3. Semi-supervised learning of a video representation: 1) video temporal segmentation, 2) concept recognition 3) composite concept
generation per time segment, 4) Temporal composite generation between segments.
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